Topic: Notes, Bookmarks, and Discussion

These features can make your class lectures more interactive and useful to students. The search feature is the only one that does NOT require students to log in using their StarID (top right corner when watching a video).

Notes

Notes are synchronized to what you are watching when you type them. It’s an easy way to remember few major points. See the below image.

Bookmarks

Bookmarks let you put a placeholder at a specific point in the video. If you need to stop watching and come back to it later, using a bookmark may be very helpful. Bookmarks can also be used to mark any important parts of videos that you want to have quick access to in the future. Type and hit Enter to add a bookmark. See the image on the next page.
These bookmarks will then be compiled into your bookmarks tab on the homepage (coursecast.mnstate.edu) for future viewing.

Discussion

Discussion is used for leaving feedback on videos. Comments can be seen by anyone. Type and hit enter to add a comment.

For More Information

Please contact Instructional Technology Services at support@mnstate.edu or 218.477.2603 if you have questions about this material.